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Artifact-free reverse time migration

Lele Zhang1, Evert Slob1, Joost van der Neut1, and Kees Wapenaar1

ABSTRACT

We have derived an improved reverse time migration
(RTM) scheme to image the medium without artifacts aris-
ing from internal multiple reflections. This is based on a re-
vised implementation of Marchenko redatuming using a
new time-truncation operator. Because of the new truncation
operator, we can use the time-reversed version of the stan-
dard wavefield-extrapolation operator as initial estimate for
retrieving the upgoing focusing function. Then, the retrieved
upgoing focusing function can be used to directly image the
medium by correlating it with the standard wavefield-
extrapolation operator. This imaging scheme can be seen
as an artifact-free RTM scheme with two terms. The first
term gives the conventional RTM image with the wrong am-
plitude and artifacts due to internal multiple reflections. The
second term gives a correction image that can be used to
correct the amplitude and remove artifacts in the image gen-
erated by the first term. We evaluated the success of the
method with a 2D numerical example.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, a novel iterative method, called Marchenko imaging,
was introduced to retrieve the Green’s function with a virtual
receiver located in the subsurface of a 3D inhomogeneous medium.
This Green’s function is obtained from the single-sided reflection
response measured at the surface. The development of the single-
sided Marchenko scheme has been inspired by Rose (2002), who
demonstrates that solving the 1D Marchenko equation can be seen
as focusing a wavefield inside the 1D medium. Broggini and
Snieder (2012) introduce this to the geophysical field. They find
that the 1D focusing function can be combined with its measured,
single-sided response to give the 1D Green’s function with a virtual
receiver at the focal point inside the medium. Wapenaar et al. (2013)

derive the theory for 3D media. Slob et al. (2014) use reciprocity
relations to create coupled Marchenko equations that can be solved
for the up- and downgoing parts of the focusing function. The ex-
tension to 3D is given by Wapenaar et al. (2014a), where the ob-
tained focusing function is used for retrieving the Green’s function.
The retrieved up- and downgoing parts of the Green’s function can
be used for retrieving the artifact-free image at any focal point (Wa-
penaar et al., 2014b).
Based on the presented Marchenko scheme, a wide range of ap-

plications in the geophysical field have been realized. Meles et al.
(2015) combine the Marchenko scheme with seismic interferometry
to eliminate internal multiple reflections in the data domain. Singh
et al. (2015) extend the scheme to account for free-surface related
multiple reflections, such that the free-surface related multiple re-
flections would not need to be removed before the method can be
applied. Ravasi (2017) extends the Marchenko scheme to eliminate
free-surface and internal multiple reflections in one step in the
marine seismic setting (Slob and Wapenaar, 2017). Van der Neut
and Wapenaar (2016) present the projected version of the Marche-
nko scheme by convolving both sides of the Marchenko equations
with the first arrival of the transmission response in the truncated
medium. The projected Marchenko scheme avoids the estimation of
the first arrival of the downgoing focusing function and can be ap-
plied to eliminate internal multiple reflections in the data domain.
Wapenaar et al. (2017) derive a scheme for retrieving the homo-
geneous Green’s function between any two points inside a medium
from the single-sided reflection response. Although it is derived ini-
tially for acoustic wavefield, the Marchenko scheme has been ex-
tended to elastic media (da Costa Filho et al., 2014; Wapenaar and
Slob, 2014) and to dissipative media (Slob, 2016).
In this paper, we present a revised Marchenko-redatuming

scheme by applying a new truncation operator. We show that
due to the new truncation operator, the seismic reflection data
are redatumed using the first arrival of the downgoing Green’s func-
tion, which is a standard wavefield extrapolator used for redatuming
the sources. Based on this scheme, we derive a migration scheme to
image the medium without artifacts arising from internal multiple
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reflections. We show that the first term of this scheme is equal to the
conventional reverse time migration (RTM) scheme and the second
term gives the correction image, which can be used to correct the
amplitude and eliminate artifacts in the conventional RTM image.
Hence, the second term can also be used to correct an existing RTM
image when the same data set and macromodel are available. We
give a 2D numerical example to illustrate the performance of the
proposed method.

METHOD

We indicate time as t and the position vector of a spatial coor-
dinate as x ¼ ðx; y; zÞ, where z denotes the depth and ðx; yÞ denote
the horizontal coordinates. An acoustically transparent acquisition
boundary ∂D0 is defined at z0 ¼ 0. For convenience, the coordi-
nates at ∂D0 are denoted as x0 ¼ ðxH; z0Þ, with xH ¼ ðx; yÞ. Sim-
ilarly, the position vector of a point at an arbitrary depth level ∂Di is
denoted as xi ¼ ðxH; ziÞ, where zi denotes the depth of ∂Di. We
express the acoustic impulse reflection response as Rðx 0

0; x0; tÞ,
where x0 denotes the source position and x 0

0 denotes the receiver
position, both located at the acquisition surface ∂D0. In practice
when using field-measured data, this means that first free-surface
related multiple reflections should be removed from the measured
reflection response. Assuming that sources are above the receiver
array, source locations should be redatumed to the receiver depth
level and the source wavelet should be estimated. The focusing
function f1ðx0; xi; tÞ is the solution of the homogeneous wave equa-
tion in a truncated medium and focuses at the focal point xi. We
define the truncated domain as z0 < z < zi. Inside the truncated do-
main, the properties of the medium are equal to the properties of the
physical medium. Outside the truncated domain, the truncated
medium is reflection free. The Green’s function Gðxi; x0; tÞ is de-
fined for an impulsive source that is excited at x0, and a receiver is
positioned at the focal point xi. The Green’s function is defined in
the same physical medium as the measured data. The focusing and
Green’s functions can be partitioned into up- and downgoing parts,
and, for this, we use power-flux normalized quantities (Wapenaar
et al., 2014a).
We start with the 3D versions of one-way reciprocity theorems

for flux-normalized wavefields and use them for the depth levels z0
and zi. When the medium above the acquisition level z0 is reflection
free, the Green’s function representations are given by (Wapenaar
et al., 2014a)

G−ðxi;x 0
0;tÞ¼

Z
∂D0

dx0

Z þ∞

0

Rðx 00;x0;t 0Þfþ1 ðx0;xi;t− t 0Þdt 0

−f−1 ðx 0
0;xi;tÞ; (1)

Gþðxi;x00;−tÞ¼−
Z
∂D0

dx0

Z
0

−∞
Rðx00;x0;−t0Þf−1 ðx0;xi;t−t0Þdt0

þfþ1 ðx00;xi;tÞ: (2)

Superscripts þ and − stand for the downgoing and upgoing parts,
respectively. We write the downgoing Green’s function as the sum
of a direct part and a coda:

Gþðxi; x0; tÞ ¼ Gþ
d ðxi; x0; tÞ þGþ

mðxi; x0; tÞ; (3)

where Gþ
d indicates the direct part and Gþ

m the following coda. As
explained in Wapenaar et al. (2014a), the Green’s and focusing
functions in equations 1 and 2 are separated in time except for
the first event in fþ1 and the last event in Gþð−tÞ in equation 2 that
coincide with each other. We rewrite equations 1 and 2 with the help
of equation 3 as

f−1 ðx 0
0;xi;tÞ¼

Z
∂D0

dx0

Z þ∞

0

Rðx 00;x0;t 0Þfþ1 ðx0;xi;t− t 0Þdt 0;

for − td−ε< t< tdþε; (4)

fþ1 ðx 0
0; xi; tÞ − Gþ

d ðxi; x 0
0;−tÞ

¼
Z
∂D0

dx0

Z
0

−∞
Rðx 0

0; x0;−t 0Þf−1 ðx0; xi; t − t 0Þdt 0;

for − td − ε < t < td þ ε; (5)

where td denotes the one-way traveltime from a surface point x 0
0 to

the focusing point xi and ε is a positive value to account for the
finite bandwidth. Note that the truncation interval is longer in equa-
tions 4 and 5 than in the conventional Marchenko scheme
ð−td þ ε < t < td − εÞ. The left extension of the truncation interval
ensures that the time-reversed Gþ

d is present in equation 5, whereas
it is excluded in the conventional Marchenko scheme (Wapenaar
et al., 2014a). The right extension of the truncation interval ensures
that when the focusing point is just above a reflector, the reflection
of that reflector is the last event in f−1 , whereas this reflection would
be the first event in G− in the scheme of Wapenaar et al. (2014a).
We give equations 4 and 5 in operator form as

f−1 ðx 0
0; xi; tÞ ¼ ½ΘRfþ1 �ðx 0

0; xi; tÞ; (6)

fþ1 ðx 0
0; xi; tÞ ¼ ½ΘR�f−1 þ Gþ�

d �ðx 0
0; xi; tÞ; (7)

where Gþ�
d indicates the time-reversed version of Gþ

d , R indicates
an integral operator of the measured data Rwith any wavefield as in
equation 4, R� a similar correlation integral operator as in equa-
tion 5, and Θ is a time window to exclude values outside the interval
ð−td − ε; td þ εÞ as indicated by the time window in equations 4
and 5. Then, we substitute equation 7 into equation 6 to get the final
equation for f−1 as

½ðI − ΘRΘR�Þf−1 �ðx 0
0; xi; tÞ ¼ ½ΘRGþ�

d �ðx 0
0; xi; tÞ: (8)

We expand equation 8 as a Neumann series to give the equation as

f−1 ðx 0
0; xi; tÞ ¼ ½ΘRGþ�

d �ðx 0
0; xi; tÞ

þ
�X∞
m¼1

ðΘRΘR�ÞmΘRGþ�
d

�
ðx 0

0; xi; tÞ: (9)

The first term in the right side of equation 9 is the reflection response
redatumed to the subsurface point xi by the redatuming operator Gþ

d .
It is truncated to make sure the result is set to zero for t > td. The
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second term in the right side of equation 9 predicts and removes
multiple reflections that occur in the reflection data in the time win-
dow. It thereby removes the transmission effects of the primary re-
flections between the acquisition plane and the depth level of the
focusing point. When the focal point coincides with an actual subsur-
face reflector, its primary reflection will occur in f−1 at time instant td.
Otherwise, the value in f−1 at that time instant will be zero. For each
pair of points in the left side of equation 9, we are interested only in
the value of f−1 at time instant td. By carrying out downward extrapo-
lation at the receiver side, we create the image at the focal point.
Correlating both sides of equation 9 with Gþ

d gives

Iðxi;xi;tÞ

¼
�
Gþ�

d RGþ�
d þGþ�

d

X∞
m¼1

ðΘRΘR�ÞmΘRGþ�
d

�
ðxi;xi;tÞ; (10)

with Iðxi; xi; tÞ defined as the space-time image function and Gþ�
d

indicates a correlation integral operator of Gþ
d with any wavefield.

The possible primary reflection of interest in f−1 at td occurs at t ¼
0 after the downward extrapolation. We can now understand that the
image function Iðxi; xi; tÞ can be used for estimating the artifact-free
image of the point xi at t ¼ 0. The first term in the right side of equa-
tion 10 can be understood as the conventional RTM scheme. It pro-
duces the conventional RTM image of the point xi at t ¼ 0, in which
artifacts due to internal multiple reflections can be present. Conse-
quently, the second term in the right side of equation 10 can be seen
as an operator expression for correcting the amplitude of the primary
reflections and for removing artifacts contained in the conventional
RTM image. It uses only the single-sided reflection response and
simple time truncations together with the same information needed
to construct a conventional RTM image. The scheme easily fits in
routine RTMmigration operations. We state that equation 10 presents
an improved RTM scheme that can be used for retrieving the artifact-
free image of the subsurface.

EXAMPLE

The aim of the current method is to image the medium without
artifacts arising from internal multiple reflections and without using
more information than in standard migration schemes. To illustrate
the method, we give a 2D numerical example. Figure 1a shows the
values for the acoustic velocity as a function of depth and horizontal
position. Figure 1b shows the smoothed velocity model that will be
used to do the conventional and artifact-free RTM. The source emits
a Ricker wavelet with a 20 Hz center frequency. We have computed
the single-sided reflection responses with 601 sources and 601
receivers on a fixed spread with spacing of 10m at the top of
the model. Absorbing boundary conditions are applied around
the model, and the direct wave has been removed. One of the com-
puted single-sided reflection responses convolved with the source
wavelet is shown in Figure 2a. Note that internal multiple reflec-
tions occur at later times. First arrivals of the downgoing Green’s
functions have been modeled based on the smoothed model shown
in Figure 1b with sources at focal points and receivers at the acquis-
ition surface. One of the computed first arrivals convolved with the
source wavelet is shown in Figure 2b. The computed single-sided
reflection responses and time-reversed first arrivals are used as in-
puts to solve equation 10 with m ¼ 1; : : : ; 20. The resulting arti-
fact-free image of the target zone is shown in Figure 3a. Then,
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Figure 1. (a) Velocity model that will be used to model the reflec-
tion response, and the red box gives the target zone that will be
imaged. (b) The smoothed velocity model that will be used to model
the first arrival of the downgoing Green’s function.
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Figure 2. (a) The modeled reflection responsewith source and receiv-
ers at the acquisition surface. The red arrows indicate the internal
multiple reflections. (b) The modeled first arrival of the downgoing
Green’s function with source at the focal point in the subsurface
and receivers at the acquisition surface.
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the procedure as described using the first term in the right side of
equation 10 is applied and leads to the conventional RTM image of
the target zone shown in Figure 3b. Note that Figure 3b contains
artifacts from internal multiple reflections because they are imaged
as if they were primary reflections. However, the image in Figure 3a
obtained with the new scheme is nearly perfect without ghost
images due to internal multiple reflections. For both images, the
smoothed velocity model shown in Figure 1b was used and the
two figures can be compared as best-case scenarios.
In the derivation of the current method, we assumed the medium

to be lossless. The method can be adapted to work with two-sided
reflection and transmission data in dissipative media (Slob, 2016).
We further assumed that the Green’s functions and the focusing
functions can be separated in time and that the source wavelet can
be well-recovered, and we ignored evanescent waves (Wapenaar
et al., 2013). These restrictions limit the application of the current
method. For situations in which these assumptions are fulfilled, the
2D numerical example illustrates that the current method has good
potential for applying it to field data. Applicability to field data re-
quires properly sampled data this condition can be fulfilled in 2D,
but it is not fulfilled in 3D data acquisition, and modifications will
be necessary before the method can work on 3D data.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that an artifact-free RTM image can be
constructed based on a revised Marchenko scheme. The revised
Marchenko redatuming is applied using a new truncation operator
and a time-reversed version of the standard wavefield-extrapolation
operator as initial estimate. Based on this, we derived an artifact-free
RTM scheme that can be used to image the medium without artifacts
arising from internal multiple reflections. The new migration scheme
uses the same macrovelocity model as the conventional RTM
scheme. The constructed image does not contain artifacts because

the data act as an operator to remove artifacts generated by the con-
ventional RTM scheme. When the velocity model is accurate, the
image is nearly perfect as shown with a numerical example.
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equation 10. (b) The image of the target zone retrieved by the first
term in the right side of equation 10.
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